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Introduction

 The world has gotten smaller and more connected. Communication technology is evolv-

ing and in recent years a family of technology named Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) has 

been developed. VoIP allows phone calls and video messaging over an IP network. Mass 

market VoIP services had a major development in 2004 which introduced the technology us-

ing existing broadband internet access. Through this service, phone calls can be placed and 

received the same way as landlines. Today, VoIP has seen major growth and is available on 

many smartphones and internet devices.

 Skype is currently the leading VoIP service provider. Skype was founded in 2003, and 

had 60,000 downloads within the first week alone. Although Skype does not currently self-

advertise, its word-of-mouth promotions has helped Skype grow quickly and now has over 663 

million users. Skype continues to expand and has recently partnered up with Xbox and Face-

book. Facebook alone has over 750 million users so it is a great opportunity for Skype to further 

its reach and frequency. In May 2011, Skype was acquired by Microsoft for $8.5 billion, this is 

another step in securing Skype’s successful future. Microsoft has great brand recognition and 

provides Skype with added security features.  In addition to providing users with video services, 

Skype’s popularity is attributed to its additional features which include instant messaging and 

video conferencing with up to six people. 

 Signing up for Skype is free of charge. Upon signing up, the user is prompted to create 

a user name. This user name allows you to communicate through both instant messaging and 

voice chat. Skype users can also receive phone calls from traditional phone devices to their 

computers through the usage of an online number. However, Skype does not allow emergency 

phone calls through their service. Most recently, Skype has partnered with Comcast to bring 

their video chat services to HDTV sets. 

 Skype is currently utilized by businesses to decrease their overhead and operational 

costs through the ability to route phone calls through existing networks which eliminates the 
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need for additional data networks. Skype offers free international video calls to other Skype 

users and a low rate for international phone calls, which is an advantage to buisnesses who 

work internationally.

 Skype wishes to increase its usage of college students in the age range of 18-35. 

Skype has the opportunity to gain more users in the college consumer market. Kudos Re-

search has provided research in the following plan book which will explore various opportuni-

ties based on primary and secondary research of this age demographic.
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Executive Summary

 Skype is a software application that allows users to make video and voice calls over the 

Internet (VoIP). While many direct competitors have emerged within the VoIP segment, Skype 

has successfully remained the leading VoIP software on the market today with 663 million reg-

istered users since its inception in 2003. Skype was recently acquisitioned by Microsoft, which 

has been a key to the success of Skype’s expanding empire. Popular features of this product 

include video calling, voice calls and instant messaging.        

  The purpose of our study focuses on how Skype relates to the college consumer, their 

attitude towards Skype, and how Skype could increase its usership of this age demographic. 

In order to accomplish this, we conducted primary and secondary research to measure norms, 

control, and Skype use based on the Theory of Planned Behavior.  

 Kudos Research conducted a focus group in order to attain primary research and quali-

tative data. Our focus group consisted of a convenience sample. We had eight undergraduate 

participants total, with ages ranging from 20-22. During the focus group, we found that Skype’s 

word of mouth promotion is working, however celebrity endorsements could improve its user-

ship. We also found that although many of the participants have complaints about Skype, they 

continue to choose it as their preferred video conferencing tool. College students’ usage of 

Skype is based on their individual lifestyle and their preference of communication with friends 

and family. Focus group participants see the act of Skyping as a special occasion. Finally, we 

came across the fact that college students use the name Skype as a verb. 

 The class came together to conduct further primary research. We created a survey with 

a few questions coming from each group in the class in order to create a valid measure of 

students’ opinions and attitudes of college students towards Skype. The survey consisted of 

random undergraduate students from The University of Texas who were not in 344K.  We used 

Qualtrics, the industry-leading provider of Online Survey Software, to construct the survey. 

We felt that this sample was representative of our study which explored college students and 

Skype use.
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 Kudos Research has worked to increase the knowledge and insight about Skype and 

users in the targeted age demographic. We understand the goals that Skype wishes to accom-

plish and hope that these findings will better meet their marketing objectives.
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Situation Analysis

Company History

Strengths

 Founded in 2003, Skype is a software 

application that allows users to make video

and voice calls over the Internet (VoIP). While 

many direct competitors have emerged

within the VoIP segment, Skype has success-

fully remained the leading VoIP software in

 Skype was recently acquisitioned by Microsoft. This 

gives it greater credibility due to Microsoft’s prominence in the 

technology sector. In addition, Microsoft’s improved security 

eases concerns about hacking (Dogar, 2011). It is reasonable 

to assume this is important for college students who may have 

previously held this concern. Microsoft’s trusted name holds 

potential to attract new users.

the market today with 663 million registered users. Popular features of this product include

video calling, voice calls, instant messaging and more. Our research primarily focuses on

how Skype relates to the college consumer.

 Another strength includes its affordability. Although Sky-

pe faces great competition from both instant messaging and 

VoIP services, it has managed to gain market share by offer-

ing low cost services. Skype’s free services include Skype-to-

Skype calls, instant messaging and video calls (Skype, 2011). 

Since Skype’s services are either free or offered at a low-rate 

cost, it is reasonable to assume college students will be more 

receptive to the product if faced with financial burdens. Skype
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also offers pay as you go services that allow phone-to-phone calls and SMS at a very low cost 

(Skype, 2011). Skype can use these low prices as an advantage when targeting college stu-

dents, especially international students who might be in need of an affordable phone service in 

order to keep connected with their family and friends.

 The global connectivity that Skype provides is 

an advantage for college students. The company was 

deemed the largest provider of cross-border voice 

communication in the world with its percentage of

international voice traffic growing faster than the mar-

ket itself (Ricknas, 2009). For our target audience 

of college students, some of which study away from 

home, having a support system is key. Skype’s video 

chat function allows out of state or international

students to give their family and friends a glimpse into their new environment, which gives the 

product an appealing edge.

 Skype’s brand recognition quickly became one of its strengths. Thanks to its viral

promotion technique, “word-of-mouse,” the product was quickly downloaded by 60,000 users 

in the first week (Angelov, 2006) and as of 2010, has approximately 663 million users. Other 

factors helping Skype’s brand recognition include celebrity endorsements, news stations and 

several big partnerships such as eBay and Microsoft. Due to the number of users who down-

loaded Skype based on viral promotion, it is reasonable to assume these partnerships could 

be effective when targeting college students who rely mostly on word of mouth. Skype’s high 

brand recognition gives it a helping hand in positioning it as number one in the minds of col-

lege students as compared to its competition.
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 A weakness of Skype is the inconsistent quality of calls due to the fact that that it relies 

on individual’s own processors and Internet connection, which can sometimes result in low 

quality calls and services. Competitors of Skype have established their own dedicated serv-

ers that allow for consistency in quality of video and voice calls (Keating, 2010). Inconsistent 

quality may potentially turn college consumer away from Skype because many use Skype for 

educational purposes. Due to the many other options available to students, experiencing bad 

quality even once could cause Skype to lose consumers.

 One weakness of Skype, compared to its competitors, is that no free trial periods are 

offered on their premium features. Some of Skype’s competitors such as ooVoo offer their

customers free 30 day trail periods for their paid features (Pastebin, 2011). By not providing 

free trials, Skype is closing themselves off from the sector of college students who have the 

potential to become paying costumers if they had the opportunity to try the service.

Weaknesses 

Free Trials
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Opportunities
 The acquisition by Microsoft creates 

opportunities for Skype. Microsoft is a corpora-

tion with many resources that Skype can now 

partner with to expand its market. According 

to Skype’s Vice President Neil Stevens, a 

partnership between Facebook and Skype is 

something to look forward to in the future (Bro-

deaur, 2011). Many things can be done with 

this partnership including video chats through 

Facebook using Skype, out bounds calls from 

Facebook and a possible Skype/Facebook 

mobile calling app (Brodeaur, 2011). 

 This is a great opportunity for Skype to 

tap into the 750 millions users of Facebook to 

expand their reach (Ehrlich, 2011). This will give 

college students who are on Facebook but have 

not tried Skype an opportunity to come in con-

tact with it. Another opportunity for Skype to tap 

into the college market is through Microsoft’s 

gaming system Xbox Kinect. Xbox users are 

between the age range of 18-35 (Microsoft Ad-

vertising, 2007), which parallels Skype’s target 

audience perfectly (Quancast, 2011). Skype’s 

integration with this will mean that users will 

soon be able to video chat through their Xbox 

Live account.
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 Skype currently does not self- advertise. Self-advertising could provide a valuable

opportunity to further reach the college market. If Skype could come up with innovative adver-

tising methods that break through the everyday clutter, it could improve their brand recognition 

and consumer base. Guerrilla marketing strategies would compliment Skype’s current viral pro-

motion technique, which has already proven to be a cost effective and efficient method (Ange-

lov, 2006). Ideally these promotional efforts should be brought directly to the college consum-

ers at various universities around the nation.

 In August 2011, Skype announced that it made an agreement to acquire GroupMe, 

which is a mobile group-messaging provider with services that help users communicate more 

efficiently. GroupMe is free and it works on every phone. These features could be used to at-

tract college students who need a communication tool to contact many people at once. Ac-

cording to Tony Bates, Skype’s CEO, through the acquisition of GroupMeSkype continues to 

provide “a global multi-modal and multi-platform communications experience” (Paul, 2011).

The acquisition complements Skype by providing a text-based communication among college 

students with innovative features that enable them to connect and make plans for educational 

purposes.
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 Skype’s largest threat is the amount of 

competition that exists in the market today. There 

are multiple companies offering alternative VoIP 

services, and if Skype wants to dominate as the 

premier company in the video telecommunications 

segment, it will have to work hard to differentiate 

itself from the competition. Compared to Skype’s 

5-way videoconferencing, ooVoo has one-upped 

them and boasts 6-way multi-point video chat. 

OoVoo users also have the option to send video 

messages, instead of emails, to friends. This fea-

ture is a huge threat because it introduces the idea 

of video voicemail, which Skype currently lacks. 

Threats

8 out of 10 Skype users 
prefer ooVoo for their 

video communication due 
to its higher video and 

sound quality

  This is a threat for Skype because college students may look for a software program 

that offers all these features on one platform. OoVoo boasts better call quality because they 

host the technology on their own dedicated company servers instead of Skype’s method of 

outsourcing the call to each user’s own resources. According to a recent blind research study 

conducted in New York by Brown (2010), it has been shown that “8 out of 10 Skype users pre-

fer ooVoo” for their video communication due to its higher video and sound quality. The major-

ity of “Skype users, 84 percent, prefer ooVoo over Skype when considering all tests” (Brown, 

2010). This could be a serious threat to the loyalty of its users. IChat’s advantage is that it has 

a clean format, comes built into every Mac computer and utilizes less bandwidth than Skype 

(Kretkowski, 2009).
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 Mac users might automatically prefer this program versus one that requires them to 

download software, particularly skeptical college students using brand new laptops. Competi-

tors such as Paltalk offer a screening room feature where the user is able to stream content 

over a videoconference. This feature is attractive for college users because they are able to 

watch movies and TV shows over the Internet, all for free. Jahjah has differentiated itself from 

other telecommunications tools by allowing its users to access the service for free straight from 

the Internet. Actual phone numbers are used to log in and Jahjah does the rest by connecting 

mobile-to-mobile parties with VoIP in between. This may draw in college students who are us-

ing a computer on campus and cannot download the Skype software.

 In summary, our research shows that while Skype has many strengths, it still has areas 

of improvement if it wants to remain a leader in the VoIP market. Skype’s recent acquisition 

by Microsoft is a large factor in its continued success. However, its current weaknesses could 

turn future and current consumers to other options. Skype has to refine their software, make it 

more convenient and reliable, as well as keep an eye on new innovations to gain a competitive 

advantage. Although Skype faces challenges when it comes to the college demographic, there 

are many opportunities the company can take advantage of to help it resonate with college 

students and develop a long lasting relationship with their consumer.

Situation Synopsis
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SWOT Box

 

• Microsoft Ownership1

• Affordable2

• Increase Global Conectivity3 
• Strong Brand Recognition4

• Compatible with other Softwares5

• Business tools6

• Simplicity (interface and usage)7

• Consumer connections through   
    social media sites8     

• Alliances and Partnerships17 
• Self-Advertising18

• GroupMe19

• Capitilize on the 18-34 age group20

• Skype phone21

• Market demand on integrated       
 telecommunication tools (voice  
 mail)22

• Intensive competition from Oovoo,  
 Paltak and Ichat23 
• Maturing Market24

• Regulation and Restrictions25

• Economy (recession)26

• Time difference between users27

• Relies on individual’s processors9

• No free trial on extra features10

• Has to be downloaded11

• Lack of Security12

• Relies on user-created content13

• Spreads at an inconsistent rate14

• Does not capitalize on all potential  
 market segments15

• No emergeny calls16     

1http://maypalo.com/2011/05/11/microsoft-buys-skype-who-does-it-really-benefit/
2www.skype.com/intl/en-us/prices/
3http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/032509-skype-is-largest-international-voice.html
4http://faculty.poly.edu/~brao/skype.pdf
5www.skype.com/intl/en-us/get-skype/
6http://freelanceswitch.com/working/5-ways-skype-helps-your-business/
7http://www.optimizeandprophesize.com/jonathan_mendezs_blog/2007/05/skype_boosts_ho_1.html
8http://www.skype.com/intl/en/features/allfeatures/facebook/
9 http://www.oovoo.com/SelectedPressReleases/7_15_2010-SkypeUsersPreferooVoo.htm
10www.skype.com/intl/en-us/prices/
11http://www.focus.com/briefs/10-best-skype-alternatives/
12https://www.privacyinternational.org/article/skype-called-answer-mounting-security concerns
13http://faculty.poly.edu/~brao/skype.pdf
14http://www.quantcast.com/skype.com
15 http://www.quantcast.com/skype.com
16http://www.wpcentral.com/neil-stevens-offers-glimpse-sykpe-s-future
17http://faculty.poly.edu/~brao/skype.pdf
18http://www.pcworld.com/article/238576/skype_makes_play_for_mobile_group_messaging_with_groupme_acquisition.htm
19http://www.quantcast.com/skype.com
20http://www.wpcentral.com/neil-stevens-offers-glimpse-sykpe-s-future
21http://www.pcworld.com/article/238576/skype_makes_play_for_mobile_group_messaging_with_groupme_acquisition.html
22http://www.focus.com/briefs/10-best-skype-alternatives/
23http://www.focus.com/briefs/10-best-skype-alternatives/
24http://www.teletech.com/news/hosted-technology/voip-market-maturing-800524155
25http://www.skype.com/intl/en-us/support/user-guides/firewalls/
26http://internships.about.com/b/2008/08/24/slow-economy-affecting-college-students.htm
27http://forum.skype.com/index.php?showtopic=85908

Table 1.1
Strengths

Opportunities Threats

Weaknesses
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Focus Group Summary
Research Overview

Purpose

 In order to gain insights into college students’ attitudes and usage of Skype, we con-

ducted a focus group that included college students from multiple universities. We held our 

focus group on October 18, 2011 at 6pm in Parlin 301. Our focus group lasted for 46 minutes, 

and our research team consisted of one moderator and four members taking notes. The follow-

ing is a report including a description of our focus group, an analysis of the data collected and 

what the results mean. 

 The reason we conducted this focus group is because research shows that Skype user-

ship among college students is low. There is currently insufficient information as to why that is 

a problem. Therefore, with this focus group we aimed to get more information on why college 

students are not using Skype and how Skype can better meet the needs of college students.
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Sample Description

 Our focus group consisted of a convenience sample. Each member of the group in-

vited one to two friends, with eight participants total. Two participants were male and six were 

female. All participants were upperclassmen with ages ranging from 18-22. The participants 

were positioned into two rows of four and a video camera was set up in the front of the room 

to record.  The distribution of opinions may have been skewed due to imbalance in gender 

ratio. Several of the participants were familiar with each other which created a comfortable 

setting for discussion. All members were forthcoming with information and excited to share 

their ideas and opinions about Skype.  
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Major Findings 
Skype’s word of mouth promotion is working, however celebrity endorsements 
could improve its usership.

 We asked our first research question, “Are college students aware of Skype, and are 

they using it? If so, what for?” In response to the question, all eight participants answered 

“yes,” they are aware of Skype, and are currently using it at least once a week or once every 

month. This was a surprising find from the focus group, as our secondary research showed 

that only 24% of college students use Skype (Marketing to College Students, 2011). Most of 

them said they use Skype in order to keep in touch with friends and families. Rafic only uses 

it to talk to his family members who are in the Middle East and in the Carribbean. The general 

consensus was that Skype became a part of their life when they entered college and were 

separated from friends and family. Each participant informed us that they had started using 

Skype within the last one to three years. The insight gained from the focus group demonstrates 

that college is a big motivator in getting college students to start using Skype.

Only 24 percent of 
college students 

use Skype 
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Although many of the participants have complaints about Skype, they continue to 
choose it as their preferred video conferencing tool.

 Our second research questions asked, “What is college students’ attitude (likes/dislikes) 

toward Skype?” The group consensus was that they like the video conferencing function. Un-

like the telephone, it allows you to actually see the person and their facial expressions thus, of-

fering a more realistic and “intimate” conversation setting. Serene said she likes the intertwined 

concept of instant messaging while video chatting because you can type the things you don’t 

want to say out loud. Another participant, Hannah, said she likes how quick and easy it was 

to download and install Skype. All members generally agreed on why they like Skype and the 

benefits of using it. This information is beneficial to Skype because it identifies attributes Skype 

can highlight in its promotional efforts.

 However, the participants also expressed a few dislikes toward Skype. One of the major 

complaints was that Skype has bad Internet connection and usually drops calls or freezes 

the image while the audio continues. They expressed that it may be their computers and not 

Skype’s fault, but regardless, it is frustrating. They also all agreed that Skype uses up a lot of 

their bandwidth. This poses an issue for Skype since many college students rely on connecting 

to the Internet while on campus, where bandwidth is limited, and all eight members seemed to 

show huge disdain concerning the bandwidth issue.
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 Furthermore, a research study conducted in New York by Brown (2010) concluded that 

“8 out of 10 Skype users prefer ooVoo” for their video communication due to its higher video 

and sound quality. This however, was not reflected in our focus group members who, all but 

one, use Skype as their primary VoIP service. This does not mean that the low quality of

Skype should be ignored. One of our focus group members did prefer ooVoo over Skype 

because she felt it was more reliable with better quality. In addition, this member, along with 

one other member, stated that what attracted them to ooVoo was the 6-way video conferenc-

ing free trial. This poses an even bigger threat now that this feature is no longer just a trial, but 

a permanent free feature on ooVoo. Skype should think about incorporating more features into 

their product or else they could risk losing users.

One member suggested that if Skype could fiix this problem, 

it would be an improved product. Even with these complaints, 

all of the participants, except one, noted that they still choose 

Skype over competitors. This shows the participant’s brand 

loyalty. Skype, therefore, should take the necessary steps to 

make sure it satisfies its existing customers or else it may lose 

them. We asked what would make them stop using Skype? 

The clear answer was, “if Skype started charging fees for its

I am a poor 
college
 student

services.” While the participants all agreed that they were brand loyal to the product, one mem-

ber commented that “I am a poor college student” and felt as though if Skype started charging 

she would just move on to the next free VoIP product.
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    Our third research question asked, “What 

are college students’ needs for VoIP technology, and 

is Skype meeting the needs of college students?” To 

answer this question, we asked our participants when 

they use Skype and other video conferencing services, 

and why. The general consensus was that they used 

Skype to “keep in touch,” whether for group chatting 

with friends or video calls with a significant other. When 

asked how they use Skype, participants’ responses 

varied with “to keep in touch with my sister”, “to stay in 

contact with friends that are away from me [at school]”, “to keep in touch with family overseas”, 

and “to chat with my girlfriend”. For most focus group members, Skype and VoIP technology 

still remains a novelty and not a commodity. It is a form of communication that is used to catch 

up with friends and family in a unique way, or they have used it in experimental classroom 

settings.

Qualitative Research

College students’ usage of Skype is based on their individual lifestyle and their 
preference of communication with friends and family.

To keep in 
touch with my 

sister 

To stay in 
contact with 

friends

To keep in 
touch with my 

family
 overseas

To chat with 
my girlfriend
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  The college students’ lifestyle can greatly influence whether or not they feel they have a

need for this technology. One occasional user felt that Skyping was more of an inconvenience

based on his lifestyle and said, “I don’t have time to sit down and use Skype. I would rather 

text and get back to you later, it’s easy if I don’t want to reply right away. I would rather do my 

normal routine and fit communication into that routine.” A frequent user felt differently and had

integrated Skype into her daily dialogue with friends and said, “It’s not that time consuming.

I’m already on my computer and Skype automatically signs on, so it’s easy to see when my

friends are available to Skype. Skype is simple. We Skype while we are doing homework,

and we talk really often so I don’t feel like I am about to sit down for an hour long catch-up

session.” Another participant who reserved Skype sessions with contacts noted, “I know Skype

is with people I don’t see very often so it will be a longer conversation. Having the face-to-face

interaction makes the conversation longer.” She feels it’s time consuming because she knows

it will be an hour to two hour-long conversation. She can’t multi-task or do other things while

she’s on Skype like she can if she’s on the phone.

 These opinions are valuable to Skype because they need to come up with strategies to

target these differing user personalities. Skype will need to conduct more research and segre-

gate users based on daily or time-to-time usage habits to find out who is worth paying attention 

to and who they should focus on. Skype can also explore options to see how they can further 

integrate their communications services into the lives of their current users, rather than asking 

them to pause their life to sign onto Skype.
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 An insight that came out of this discussion was that “A call or text can happen any time, 

but I schedule my Skype times.” Most of the group members agreed on this. However, there 

was one member who described her experience with Skype as a daily routine. For her, Skype 

was simple to use since her computer automatically signed her into Skype and she found her-

self using it more often. She uses Skype to talk to friends on a daily basis, rather than to just 

catch up with certain friends from time to time. This could be helpful to Skype when coming up 

with profiles of their target audience. Our focus group demonstrated that there are at least two 

personality types who use Skype in very distinctive ways.

 There were several variances in the frequency of usage among the focus group

participants. However, most users agreed that their primary use for Skype is to catch up with

their friends and families, an act that can be time consuming. There was a consensus among

the members of the group on time constraint being the main reason they do not use Skype 

more frequently. When the participants were given a chance to speak about their usage of Sky-

pe, they came to the conclusion that they only Skype with people they really want to talk to and 

people they want to dedicate time to. The process of Skype became a “special occasion.” 

Focus group participants see the act of Skyping as a special occasion. 
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 One of our biggest findings was that “Skype” is used as the verb. All participants agreed

that they find themselves often saying phrases such as “Let’s Skype” and “Skyping.” Most

surprising is the fact that most participants agreed to using such terms but they had not been

conscious about it until now. Phrases such as “I didn’t even think about it” were heard among

the group when talking about this topic. This shows that Skype has subconsciously become a

top of the mind brand among our focus group participants. To further reinforce this finding,

the participants provided insight as to what they use the Skype brand name for. Through their

responses we learned that the focus group members referred to all video conferencing tools

as “Skype”. To our members, “Skyping” implies video chat, even if it’s not using the Skype

product/brand. Participants noted that using the word “Skype” sounds better to them phoneti-

cally rather than inserting ooVoo as a verb.

Skype is used as a verb

Let’s Skype!

Skyping!
Can you Skype?
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 Our focus group revealed that Skype’s word-of-mouth promotion techniques are a suc-

cessful form of brand promotion for the product, which contrasts the data we had found during 

our SWOT analysis. Originally we had thought that Skype’s lack of traditional advertisement 

was hindering its usership. However, all eight participants reported that they had found out 

about Skype from other friends who were already members, and that this was their biggest 

motivation for joining and sticking with Skype. Therefore Skype’s current strategy is effective 

and should not be changed.

 Our focus group also revealed a very strong brand loyalty towards Skype. Despite tech-

nical issues with Skype, participants said they would continue using Skype as their preferred 

video conferencing tool. They said that even if competing VoIP services offered better quality 

or services, they would continue to stay with Skype. The only thing Skype could do that would 

cause it to lose users would be to start charging a fee.

 Reasons why participants in the focus group don’t use Skype more often were very 

insightful. Participants noted that you have to schedule a time with the other person to Skype 

since you both have to be in a location where you can Skype and have a computer with inter-

net. This is one weakness compared to other forms of communication such as texting, emailing 

or talking on the phone. Since Skyping doesn’t happen as often as other forms of communica-

tion it is thought of as a special occasion to do so. Skype could increase its usership by pro-

moting itself as more mobile than its current image is projecting.

Implications
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 Skype wants to increase its usership among college students in the United States due 

to the fact that current research shows that only 24% of college students use Skype’s services 

(Mintel, 2011). There is currently insufficient information on why college students are not using 

Skype, and therefore, further research was needed. This quantitative study examines Skype 

and college students in regards to their Skype use, and norms and control as described by the 

Theory of Planned Behavior. 

 We choose nine specific survey questions, each of which fell under three categories; 

Skype use, norms and control, with the last two applying to the Theory of Planned Behavior.

Skype use: How often do you use Skype?, In the course of this past month, how often do you 
use Skype?, and I use Skype to talk to my friends. 

Norms: The majority of people who are important to me use Skype, People in my life whose 
opinions I value ask me to communicate with then via Skype, and It is expected of me that I 
use Skype when communicating with others who live far from where I do. 

Control: To me, Skype is easy to use, Skype is easy to use, and I can readily access Skype 

whenever I want to use it.

  According to the Theory of Planned Behavior, normative beliefs result in perceived so-

cial pressure or subjective norm, and control beliefs are dependent on factors and how much 

power these factors have on influencing our actions (Ajzen, 2006). We felt these questions 

helped to best measure Skype and its relation to college students.   

 We conducted a survey which we randomly asked undergraduate college students at 

The University of Texas at Austin who were not currently enrolled in the Advertising Research 

(ADV344K) class to complete. The Qualtrics survey was distributed by the researchers as a 

link via email and personal Facebook messages. Overall, 470 respondents started the survey, 

but only 379 completed the survey. Of those 379 respondents, only 81 answered every
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question and were valid respondents for our research. The survey was open for about 3 days, 

from November 11, 2011 to November 13, 2011. Of the respondents, 44 percent were male 

and a majority of 56 percent were female. The majority of respondents were between the age 

of 20 and 21 years old. This is likely due to the fact that our 344K research class is mostly 

made up of female upper-division students, so it would be expected that they would ask their 

classmates and friends, who are also female, to take the survey. We felt that this sample was 

representative of our study which explored college students and Skype use.

 Our questions are attempting to assess the concept of Skype use among UT students. 

This concept is measured by subjective norms, Skype use and perceived behavioral control 

over the product. The questions chosen under norms and control appear to have content and 

construct validity because they are drawn from Constructing a TpB Questionnaire: Conceptual 

and Methodological Considerations and appear to be consistent with the Theory of Planned 

Behavior.  For all of our concepts we had inter-item reliability. For norms and control we got an 

alpha of .78 and .77 respectively which both respectable reliabilities . The questions for Skype 

use were uniquely created and have face and criterion validity. With an alpha of .82 our Skype 

use questions had very good reliability. The reliabilities from our three concepts implies that we 

also have measurement validity for each concept. 

 We chose to run a correlation between each of our three indices; controls, norms and 

Skype use. The correlations that we ran between control and norms (r=.40, p <.01), and Skype 

use and control (r=.43, p<.01) both showed a significant, positive and moderate correlation. 

The correlation between Skype use and norms ( (r=.67, p<.01) showed a significant, positive 

and strong relationship.

 The interpretations of our descriptive statistics were derived from table 1.3 and are as 

follows. For the indice Skype Use: 1. How often do you use Skype. On a scale of 1to 6 our 

mean was 2.77 (stdev 1.21) which leads us to believe that the average respondent uses Skype 
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once or twice a week. However, the time frame noted in the answer choices are significantly 

drastic, ranging from daily to yearly, and so we feel that this was significant enough to af-

fect the validity of the question. 2. In the course of this past month, how often have you used 

Skype? With a mode of one the results to this question showed that most people almost never 

used Skype within the past month. The mean was 2.07 (stdev 1.41). 3. I use Skype to talk to 

my friends. On a scale of 1 to 5 we had an average of 3.29 (stdev 1.51) and a mode of four-

which showed that most respondents agreed with this question.

 For the indice of norms: 1. The majority of people who are important to me use Skype. 

On a scale of 1 to 5 the mean was 2.87 (stdev 1.37) which can be interpreted as a neutral re-

sponse between those who agree and those who disagree. 2. People in my life whose opinions 

I value ask me to communicate with them via Skype.  On a scale of 1 to 5 the mean was 2.71 

(stdev 1.30) which showed that the average responder did not have their close friends or fam-

ily requesting communication via Skype. 3. It is expected of me that I use Skype when com-

municating with other that live far from where I do. On a scale of 1 to 5, a mode of four suggest 

that the majority of respondents agreed with this statement while a mean of 2.93 (stdev 1.42) 

signified that the average are neutral to the expectation. 

 Lastly for the indice of controls: 1. When asked “To me, Skype is easy to use,” a mean 

of 4.25 (stdev 1.24) and mode of four suggest that the majority of people agree with this state-

ment. 2. Skype is easy to use. Again, as can be inferred from the previous question, the ma-

jority of the respondents agreed with this statement. On a scale of 1 to 5 there was a mean of 

4.03 (stdev 1.15).  3. I can readily access Skype whenever I want to use it. On a scale of 1 to 5 

a mean of 3.65 (stdev 1.29) and a mode of four suggest that most people agree with this state-

ment.

Quantitative Research 
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Data Analysis  

Descritptive Statistics Table 1.3

Table 1.2
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Recommendations 

 Based on our focus group findings, this target market relies on pop culture icons to dic-

tate their social norms. If celebrities or influencers were to endorse this product, college con-

sumers would be more aware of the product and more likely to download it. Although Skype’s 

word-of-mouth advertising tactics have been successful, without traditional advertising it must 

rely on its consumers to spread the word about its product. Kudos Research recommends that 

Skype attain a celebrity endorsement to gain positive brand recognition and credibility among 

this age demographic. 

 Our primary research has shown that most consumers in this target market begin to 

use VoIP when they leave home for the first time and wish to stay connected with friends and 

family. Our research also showed that most consumers stick with the VoIP service they begin 

with out of convenience. Therefore, it is crucial that Skype maintains top-of-the-mind aware-

ness and brand recognition so that when this target market is choosing a VoIP service, they 

will choose Skype. If Skype was more integrated into college campuses through promotional 

events during orientation and classroom interaction, it could be assumed that more students 

would be more likely to choose Skype as their VoIP service as that would be the main product 

they are being exposed to on campus.
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Recommendations 

 

 During our focus group it was revealed that a huge benefit to the college consumer 

is its affordability by offering its services at little to no cost. Due to the numerous competing 

VoIP services on the market today which are free it would be detrimental to Skype’s usership 

to increase its fees. We recommend that if Skype wishes to increase its profit, it could do so 

through sponsoring advertisements and other tactics in order to avoid raising its cost to con-

sumers.
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Further Research &
 Limitations

 

 In the future, there are a few factors we would recommend doing differently. We planned 

our focus group questions around the fact that not everyone would be a Skype user. However, 

due to the fact that everyone in our group was a Skype user, we didn’t have enough questions 

prepared to last for the entire hour allotted. In order to keep the conversation going, the mod-

erator ended up getting more involved than is preferable. Also, since many of the students, 

seven out of the eight, were from The University of Texas at Austin, and many had the same 

major, many had similar views on Skype, which also caused the conversation to end more 

quickly than we had anticipated. This is also problematic when trying to generalize our results 

to college students from other universities since theoretically, they could be significantly dif-

ferent from students at The University of Texas at Austin. In the future we recommend a more 

diverse group, with at least some non-Skype users, in order to get more viewpoints on Skype. 

This would also help to encourage more conversation between the participants rather than 

between the participants and the moderator. It would also be recommended in the future that 

there be more pauses between the question asked and the participant’s answers, so that 

participants have more time to reflect before answering. This will help attain more raw emo-

tions with more validity.Lastly, we feel that having more than eight participants would help to 

add more opinions into the mix and keep the conversation going. Taking all these things into 

consideration will help the conductors of the focus group to be more prepared with future inter-

views.

 In addition, although the survey was fully comphrehensive, we would recommend dis-

tributing it to students of other universities around the US to get a better represention of the 

entire population of US college students. 
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